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I decided today when I entered the room that I might spend a bit of time at the mark 
making table, unless I got whisked off elsewhere, by a child of course. I thought it may 
allow for some more intimate conversations and though the mark making I might get to 
know some of the children better. 

E and P sat down,


P’s drawings here- sorry about it being out of focus 
but I thought it could also show how when 
encouraged she chose to carry it on.  P did talk about 
it being the members of her family and interestingly I 
think the circular squiggle was her, the figure to our 
left is her Mum. 




It’s so easy for us to be captured by children’s drawings when they start to make 
representational drawing but I continually have to remind myself that before that stage 
they are still drawing and its as important to them . Having said that the magic emanating 
from E’s drawing is undeniable 


 


Usually too I am at this age suggesting how to further their drawing, like saying Any 
arms? or any legs? , hands? but in E’s case I didn’t need to say anything. 


When I did say something I ended up mishearing. E explained about her drawing 

E: Joey, in my Dad’s class. 
Me: Oh is your Dad a teacher? E looked at me completely puzzled, later on she explained 
her drawing to Nicola




E: Joey, in my dance class !   These pens were in my car so we 
used them. They are washable 
fineliners . How amazing that 
she does the pupils in the eyes 
like that too.


L joined in drawing .




 

L: I’ve made an X that marks the spot , it has to go all 
around. 
L: They are funkies….ubricom 

I wondered if this was from cbeebies and/or a game . I tried googling it but it came up 
with Rubicon which I think is probably for older children. You might be able to guess 
better than me. 

Me: Do you need a different paper now ? 
L: No, I think I’m going to do the back. 

Also L has talked to me before about X marks the spot and draws lines that suggest 
maps. 


When H made this drawing below  I said , in order to see if she had anything in mind 
when making these marks but without saying “What is it?” because I think thats either a 
closed question or sometimes we draw without any particular idea of it being anything 

Me: I like these marks   
H: This is my name and this is my sisters, and this is my daddy’s name and this is my 
Mummys name. 
 










C was drawing too- he seemed to like making horizontal 
lines at one point and I did notice his puppets had been 
placed in the pencil pots in a row. Later I saw that he 
had drawn around them on the table.


C: Mum, me (he may have said mummy not mum, I 
couldn’t quite catch it)










E made the dark mark drawing. 


  I think it was a chance to get to know the children better and 
certainly loads happened in their mark making. Later I let the 
children use my iPad to draw on. I wasn’t intending to as they probably use screens a lot 
at home but what happened was that A spotted it and at the time he was exploring the 
electric light plug so I wondered if taking a photo of the plug and showing him that he 
could make marks onto of it would provide any interest. A didn’t seem to be attracted by 
the plug image and it did make me think  that of course the image is in no way related to 
something physical but we get used to ‘reading’ that flat 2D language, but what A was 
interested in was swiping the screen and he managed to find the BBC icon and the ITV 
icon on my ipad. Unfortunately for A, or at least I’m guessing that , there was no Wifi on 
my iPad so he couldn’t access them although he kept pressing the retry button. These 

orange marks were made by me. It was lovely to 
spend some time with A and I felt very privileged that 
he sat on my lap whilst using the iPad. 

Other children immediately spotted the iPad so I 
thought I’d just use it as a continuation of the mark 
making .

C’s eyes opened wide when he made his first iPad 
marks here - it’s quite interesting because he seems 
to use a lot of weather to describe his marks, Snowy, 
windy,  




                                                      By L 




By C                                               By E                                                                            


By A

What happened next? well, the most enormous 
carrots and spring onions invaded yellow group so I 
thought we could draw them (well, of course I would 
think that ) or take photos and draw onto of them, 
especially E because he felt he couldn’t draw them on 
paper 


By L on the left                                                        
By E , on the 
right who did 
colour in the    
vegetables quite 
carefully 




Well, I couldn’t have planned for that- maybe the allotment could be part of the Big Draw 
this year- I’d better hurry up, time is racing away!

We don’t have to stick to the theme  but since those veg looked so amazing seems a 
shame not to show them off plus I understand you are doing some wood trips - we could 
incorporate it all- all in a ‘day, or week of life at Strong Close Nursery” ? Just trying to 
spark things up as I have been feeling a bit overwhelmed and ideas aren’t coming as fast 
as they need to.  


The Big Draw Festival 2021: Make The Change
The 2021 Big Draw Festival theme, Make the Change, is a timely development on last 
year’s exploration into the relationship between people and our living environments. In 
2021, we desire to take action, to explore and discover ways to live in balance with the 
world around us, to reconnect with each other and create a better world for future 
generations.
Against the flux and events of last year we have all shared our collective experience of 
what it means to be human, with all its commonality, vast differences and diversity.

Just a couple of bits to finish this weeks mutterings. H and C were painting.
H: I made a monster 
Me: where does he live? 
H: in the country 


C: Stripey tiger 

Not absolutely sure if this is H’s 
painting? - anybody recognise the t-
shirt?




Lastly M who was on her first few days spent a very very long time sticking carefully 
placed papers on her collage. Sorry the last one is also out of focus but I still put it in 
because I thought it showed how she chose to place the pieces in all the spaces. I 
eventually managed to persuade her to the easel, although she had been very absorbed 
in what she’d been doing , but looked a little lost once it was finished .

That’s it folks this week- loads going on as ever, 

See you next Wednesday for more!  





